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I. PURPOSE 

The purposes of this document are to: 

• Define sentinel submissions and the criteria that they must meet in order to be 
considered in the user fee-related metric calculations, and 

• Explain how ADUFA applies to the review of generic applications and 
submissions. 

II. BACKGROUND 

The Animal Drug User Fee Act of 2003 (ADUFA) was enacted on November 18, 
2003.  This statute authorized FDA to collect user fees for certain applications and 
supplements, establishments, products and sponsors to support the review of new 
animal drugs.  The Consolidated Appropriations Act of 2004, enacted on January 23, 
2004, contained a required appropriations action enabling FDA’s implementation of 
ADUFA.  In return for stable appropriations and user fees, the Department of Health 
and Human Services (Department) (on behalf of CVM) agreed to meet certain 
performance goals for the review of certain submissions over the next five years.  
These performance goals are contained in the Goals Letter. 
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III. DEFINITIONS 

A. Goals Letter 

The “Goals Letter,” dated November 13, 2003, contains the performance goals that 
the Department (on behalf of CVM) has agreed to meet with the increased funding 
provided by ADUFA.  The letter was signed by the Secretary of the Department of 
Health and Human Services, Tommy Thompson, and addressed to the Chairman 
and Ranking Member of the U.S. Senate Committee on Health, Education, Labor 
and Pensions, and the Chairman and Ranking Member of the U.S. House of 
Representatives Committee on Energy and Commerce (Appendix 1). 

B. Sentinel submission 

“Sentinel” submissions are selected types of submissions that CVM will use as 
indicators of overall performance in reviewing all submissions in a timely manner.  
CVM will compare the time CVM spends reviewing these sentinel submissions 
against timeframes for these submissions that are established in the Goals Letter.  
The six classes of sentinel submissions identified in the Goals Letter are: 

• Original approvals and reactivations, 

• Non-manufacturing supplemental approvals and reactivations, 

• Manufacturing supplemental approvals and reactivations, 

• Investigational animal drug study submissions, 

• Investigational animal drug protocol submissions, and 

• Administrative new animal drug applications (NADAs). 

C. Sentinel submission cohort 

Sentinel submission cohorts are the subsets of sentinel submissions that CVM will 
use to calculate whether CVM has met the performance goals established in the 
Goals Letter. 
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D. Cohort year 

A cohort year runs concurrently with the government’s fiscal year, October 1st of 
one year through September 30th of the next year.  Cohort Year 2004 (CoY-04) is 
October 1, 2003 through September 30, 2004. 

E. Determining the cohort year for a submission 

Generally, a submission is included in the cohort year in which it is received.  This 
determination may be modified when, for example, the sponsor has failed to make 
timely user fee payments (see section V.A) or has amended the submission.1 

IV. SENTINEL SUBMISSION COHORT REVIEW TIMES 

The following table presents the target review times that the Department (on behalf of 
CVM) agreed to meet in the Goals Letter.  CVM has agreed to complete 90% of the 
reviews for each type of submission within the target review times. 

Target Review Times (Days) to be Met for 90% of Each of the Sentinel 
Submissions Cohorts During the Five Years of User Fees 

 CoY-04 CoY-05 CoY-06 CoY-07 CoY-08
Original approval and reactivations 295 270 230 200 180
Non-manufacturing supplemental 
approval and reactivations 

320 285 235 200 180

Manufacturing supplemental 
approvals and reactivations 

225 190 140 120 120

Phased data submissions 320 285 235 200 180
Review of protocols without data 125 100 80 60 50
Administrative NADAs 90 85 80 70 60

 

V. GENERIC APPLICATIONS AND SUBMISSIONS 

ADUFA prohibits the collection or use of user fee funds to review most submissions 
relating to abbreviated new animal drug applications (ANADAs) or investigational 
new animal drug files used to support ANADAs (JINADs), but ADUFA requires CVM 
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to ensure that review times for these generic submissions do not increase due to 
ADUFA-related activities. 

CVM may collect and use user fee funds to review supplements to approved ANADAs 
submitted under section 512(b)(1) of the act [(b)(1) supplements].  Because these 
submissions require, or relate to, the review of safety or effectiveness information 
(other than that required to demonstrate bioequivalence), they will be reviewed in the 
target animal divisions, rather than by the Generic Drugs Team, under new INADs and 
NADAs.  Submissions that relate to these (b)(1) supplements could include both 
sentinel submissions (e.g., protocol reviews, phased data reviews, and supplements and 
reactivations) and non-sentinel (e.g., meeting requests and drug shipment notices) 
submissions.  The STARS coding of final actions for these (b)(1) submissions to 
NADAs and INADs will also follow the guidance presented below. 

Submissions under section 512(b)(2) of the act that supplement ANADAs will continue 
to be reviewed by the Generic Drugs Team and will not be subject to user fees. 
Manufacturing supplements to ANADAs will continue to be reviewed by a dedicated 
generic review staff in CVM’s Division of Manufacturing Technologies. 

VI. REASONS TO NOT REVIEW A SUBMISSION 

A. Refuse to accept for filing 

CVM will not accept submissions from a sponsor subject to ADUFA fees when 
CVM’s ADUFA Team has determined that the sponsor is not current on fee 
payments.  In these cases, the ADUFA Team will either final out the submission 
(STARS action code 063; Refuse to accept submission for filing; acct in arrears; 
letter sent) or forward the submissions to the review staff only after the fee 
payments are current.  The receipt date of these submissions marks both the cohort 
year determination and the beginning of CVM’s review clock for them.2  A 
submission’s receipt date is either the date that the submission was physically 
received (and date-stamped) by the Document Control Unit (DCU) or, in those 
instances where sponsors subject to ADUFA user fees are not current in their 
payment and the submission has not been closed out with a final action code of 
063 (Refuse to accept submission for filing; acct in arrears; letter sent), the receipt 
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date becomes the date on which CVM is notified that the sponsor is current on all 
ADUFA user fees.3 

B. Refuse to file applications 

The regulations, 21 CFR 514.110, and the Goals Letter specify that CVM has 30 
days to determine if an application will be filed.  CVM will refuse to file any 
application that CVM determines to be incomplete on its face or otherwise of 
unacceptable quality for review as per §514.110. 

C. Refuse to review submissions 

As stated in the Goals Letter, CVM has 60 days to determine if we will refuse to 
review an individual submission to an INAD because it is of unacceptable quality 
on its face or is otherwise unacceptable for review.4 

VII. SENTINEL SUBMISSION COHORT GROUPS 

A. Original NADA Applications and Reactivations 

1. STARS Codes: 

NADA As and Es (and associated amendments, Ms and Ts, respectively) 

2. The only permissible STARS coding for final actions of completed 
submissions are: 

a. Document withdrawn by request of sponsor; letter sent (021), 

b. Incomplete application; letter sent (024), 

c. Incomplete application; account in arrears; letter sent (026), 

d. Original application approved date of letter; letter sent (056), 

e. Refuse to file application; letter sent (060), 
                                                 
3 The ADUFA Team enters the date of payment as the receipt date.  The stamp date will continue to show the 
date CVM physically received the submission. 
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f. Refuse to accept submission for filing; account in arrears; letter sent 

(063), 

g. Review suspended by fraud policy; letter sent (090), 

h. Quality control closeout; action taken; submission lost (665), and 

i. Mark submission as void to preserve submission number (666). 

3. Considerations for inclusion in the cohort: 

a. To be in the cohort, the submission must have one of the following final 
action codes: 

i. Incomplete application; letter sent (024), 

ii. Incomplete application; account in arrears; letter sent (026), or 

iii. Original application approved date of letter; letter sent (056). 

b. Submissions enter the cohort on their receipt date. 

c. If CVM “refuses to file” (RTF) the original application (STARS final 
action code 060), subsequent submissions attempting to re-file the 
original application will be assigned the “A” submission type code and 
numbered consecutively for each attempt. 

B. Non-Manufacturing Supplemental Approvals and Reactivations 

1. STARS Codes: 

NADA Cs and Rs (and associated amendments, Ss and Us, respectively) 

2. The only permissible STARS coding for final actions of completed 
submissions are: 

a. Document withdrawn by agency; letter sent (020), 

b. Document withdrawn by request of sponsor; letter sent (021), 

c. Supplement withdrawn by request of sponsor; letter sent (022), 
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d. Incomplete application; letter sent (024), 

e. Incomplete application; account in arrears; letter sent (026), 

f. Minor supplement approved date of letter; letter sent (050), 

g. Significant supplement approved date of letter; letter sent (051), 

h. Refuse to file application; letter sent (060), 

i. Refuse to accept submission for filing; account in arrears; letter sent 
(063), 

j. Review suspended by fraud policy; letter sent (090), 

k. Quality control closeout; action taken; submission lost (665), and 

l. Mark submission as void to preserve submission number (666). 

3. Considerations for inclusion in the cohort: 

a. To be in the cohort, the submission must have one of the following final 
action codes: 

i. Incomplete application; letter sent (024), 

ii. Incomplete application; account in arrears; letter sent (026), 

iii. Minor supplement approved date of letter; letter sent (050), or 

iv. Significant supplement approved date of letter; letter sent (051). 

b. Submissions enter the cohort on their receipt date. 

c. If CVM refuses to file (STARS final action code 060) the supplemental 
application, subsequent submissions attempting to re-file the 
supplemental application will be assigned the “C” submission type code 
and numbered consecutively for each attempt. 
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C. Manufacturing Supplemental Approvals and Reactivations 

1. STARS Codes: 

NADA Cs and Rs (and associated amendments, Ss and Us, respectively) 

2. The only permissible STARS coding for final actions of completed 
submissions are: 

a. Document withdrawn by agency; letter sent (020), 

b. Document withdrawn by request of sponsor; letter sent (021), 

c. Supplement withdrawn by request of sponsor; letter sent (022), 

d. Incomplete application; letter sent (024), 

e. Incomplete application; account in arrears; letter sent (026), 

f. Minor supplement approved date of letter; letter sent (050), 

g. Significant supplement approved date of letter; letter sent (051), 

h. Refuse to file application; letter sent (060), 

i. Refuse to accept submission for filing; account in arrears; letter sent 
(063), 

j. Review suspended by fraud policy; letter sent (090), 

k. Quality control closeout; action taken; submission lost (665), and 

l. Mark submission as void to preserve submission number (666). 

3. Considerations for inclusion in the cohort: 

a. To be in the cohort, the submission must have one of the following final 
action codes: 

i. Incomplete application; letter sent (024), 
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iii. Minor supplement approved date of letter; letter sent (050), or 

iv. Significant supplement approved date of letter; letter sent (051). 

b. Submissions enter the cohort on their receipt date. 

c. If CVM refuses to file (STARS final action code 060) the supplemental 
application, subsequent submissions attempting to re-file the 
supplemental application will be assigned the “C” submission type code 
and numbered consecutively for each attempt. 

D. Investigational New Animal Drug Study Submissions 

1. STARS Codes: 

INAD Ps (and associated amendments, Ts) 

2. The only permissible STARS coding for final actions of completed 
submissions are: 

a. Submission filed with review documentation; no letter sent (009), 

b. Refuse to accept submission for filing; account in arrears; letter sent 
(063), 

c. Submission unacceptable for review; letter sent (065), 

d. Submission review terminated at sponsor request; letter sent (066), 

e. Review suspended by fraud policy; letter sent (090), 

f. Technical section incomplete; submitted information not acceptable; 
letter sent (201), 

g. Technical section complete; letter sent (202), 

h. Technical section incomplete; submitted information acceptable; letter 
sent (203), 

i. Quality control closeout; action taken; submission lost (665), and 
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j. Mark submission as void to preserve submission number (666). 

3. Considerations for inclusion in the cohort: 

a. To be in the cohort, the submission must have one of the following final 
action codes: 

i. Technical section incomplete; submitted information not acceptable; 
letter sent (201), 

ii. Technical section complete; letter sent (202), or 

iii. Technical section incomplete; submitted information acceptable; 
letter sent (203). 

b. Submissions enter the cohort on their receipt date. 

c. A “P” submission must provide, in whole or in part, information 
supporting a Technical Section.  Any submissions formerly coded as an 
“H” (“Study Data”) will now be coded as a “P” submission. 

E. Investigational New Animal Drug Protocol Reviews 

1. STARS Codes – INAD Es (and associated amendments, Ts, in certain 
documents) 

2. The only permissible STARS coding for final actions of completed 
submissions are: 

a. Submission filed with review documentation; no letter sent (009), 

b. Protocol acceptable as submitted; letter sent (045), 

c. Protocol not acceptable as submitted; letter sent (046), 

d. Refuse to accept submission for filing; account in arrears; letter sent 
(063), 

e. Submission unacceptable for review; letter sent (065), 

f. Submission review terminated at sponsor request; letter sent (066), 
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g. Review suspended by fraud policy; letter sent (090), 

h. Quality control closeout; action taken; submission lost (665), and 

i. Mark submission as void to preserve submission number (666). 

3. Considerations for inclusion in the cohort: 

a. To be in the cohort, the submission must have one of the following final 
action codes: 

i. Protocol acceptable as submitted; letter sent (045), or 

ii. Protocol not acceptable as submitted; letter sent (046). 

b. Submissions enter the cohort on their receipt date. 

c. Only one protocol (site-specific or general, and pivotal or non-pivotal) is 
permitted per submission.  If more than one protocol is submitted under a 
single cover letter, the protocols will be “unbundled,” assigned separate 
submission numbers, and treated as multiple submissions. 

F. Administrative NADAs 

1. STARS Codes – NADA As, Es, Cs, and Rs (Administrative NADA status 
flagged by action code in STARS) 

2. The only permissible STARS coding for final actions of completed 
submissions are: 

a. Document withdrawn by agency; letter sent (020), 

b. Document withdrawn by request of sponsor; letter sent (021), 

c. Supplement withdrawn by request of sponsor; letter sent (022), 

d. Incomplete application; letter sent (024), 

e. Incomplete application; acct in arrears; letter sent (026), 

f. Minor supplement approved date of letter; letter sent (050), 
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g. Significant supplement approved date of letter; letter sent (051), 

h. Original application approved date of letter; letter sent (056), 

i. Refuse to file application; letter sent (060), 

j. Refuse to accept submission for filing; acct in arrears; letter sent (063), 

k. Review suspended by fraud policy; letter sent (090), 

l. Quality control closeout; action taken; submission lost (665), and 

m. Mark submission as void to preserve submission number (666). 

3. Considerations for inclusion in the cohort: 

a. To be in the cohort, the submission must have one of the following final 
action codes: 

i. Incomplete application; letter sent (024), 

ii. Incomplete application; account in arrears; letter sent (026), 

iii. Minor supplement approved date of letter; letter sent (050), 

iv. Significant supplement approved date of letter; letter sent (051), or 

v. Original application approved date of letter; letter sent (056). 

b. Submissions enter the cohort on their receipt date. 

c. Submissions must have technical section complete letters for all 
applicable technical sections.  The inclusion of any additional data or 
information defines this as a non-administrative NADA. 

d. Any amendment (CVM- or sponsor-initiated), other than a minor one, to 
a pending submission of this type redefines this application as a non-
administrative NADA. 
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